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With a glue stick, magazine images, paper and a pair of scissors (optional :-) you can create expressive collages.
Whether you are playfully exploring this creative medium or with a curious intent exploring your experience with
life, these collage tips can give you some new ideas to play with. May your expressive collages bring clarity and
let things shift as you continue to transform your world.
Shape of Collage =>
The shape of your collage can be
anything so don't limit yourself to the
rectangle. Other possibilities - circle,
square, triangle, really any shape.
<= Background Color of
Collage
You can choose any color as your
background color for your collage so
don't limit yourself to white. Color is
relative so it changes based on
what's around it.
Altering Magazines Images =>
You can do anything to alter an
image you find in a magazine crumple it, tear it into strips, rip off
the head or hands, tear out the mouth
and rotate it.
<= Layering Images
You can give your collage depth by
layering images. Place some images
behind others with a shape cut out to
see the image beneath.

Using Shapes =>
You can use shape within your
collage by cutting an image a
specific shape. It doesn't need to
stay in the rectangular shape you
find it in a magazine.

<= Using Texture
Look beyond the content of the
image, past the figures and words
and notice the textures of the
images in magazines.

Placing Images =>
You don't have to use an image in
the orientation you find it in a
magazine. You can place it upside
down, sideways or anyway you
like.
<= Image Edges
You can rip images to create an
organic edge. Play with ripping the
image while it's facing you and
while looking at the back side.
When white space results on the
ripped edge, feel free to color it any
color you like using a marker or
pen.
This document is available for free at www.ArtAsAccess.com/collageTips/. Have fun with it all and feel free to
share your questions, collages and insights with me. Enjoy!
- Ryl
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